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It is very important to a company to select the best program  
based on its needs, especially there are hundreds of programs, similar 
in general, different in price and functions. Many companies do only 
comparing between those programs, trying to select the best on this 
comparison.  
This article aimed to suggest an software evaluation system, to 
select  the  best  program  based  customer's  needs,  using  Cased  based 
Reasoning- CBR-  techniques, and associations Rules, in addition to 
evaluate these programs internally, and find the similarity rate between 
customer's needs and  program's features. 
The evaluation system depends on a number of questions, have 
to be answered by the vendors, to specify their program features, after 
that the customer will answer  also the same questions, to determine 
his needs, and give a weight related to each question. At the end, the 
evaluation system will select the best program, that has the top rank 
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   Supported    
   Unsupported   
   Third Party  
   Modification   
  
Customization    




   
SUP Supported as delivered "out-of-the-box"  10
MOD Supported via modifications (screen 
configurations, reports, GUI tailoring, etc)  
7 
3RD  Supported via a third party solution 6 
CST Supported via customization (changes to 
source code) 
4 
FUT  Will be supported in a future release  2 
NS  Not supported 0
X
    Must Have
   Nice To Have
   Not needed
2
10   Must Have  
5   Nice To Have  
0   Not needed   
4 1 7
(Kolodner,  1993) [7]
(∑ wi * Si)/ ∑wi      (1) 
Wi Si 





  F1,F2,F3,……Fn 
A,B,C,D  Wi
WA = (A)/(A+B+C+D) 
∑wi
V1,V2,V3  A,B,C,D 
C
3
D   C   B   A    
0   5   10   10   C  
5   10   10   10   V1  
0   10   10   7   V2  
10   5   10   5   V3  13  
 
4
Wd   Wc   Wb   Wa    
0   0.2   0.4   0.4    
0   1   1   1   Sv1  
0   1   1   0.7   Sv2  
0   1   1   0.5   Sv3  
 
V 0
RV= (∑ wi * Si)/ ∑wi 
  Rv1 =0.4+0.4+0.2=1 
  Rv2=0.28+0.4+0.2=0.88 
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4 2 Association Rules  
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Itemset
X  X={ x1,x2, ………,xn}
X→Y  
   Support X Y
itemset{X,Y}
   Confidence X Y
X X→Y   
Association rules [9]
  Apriori (Agrawal & Srikant VLDB’94). 
  Freq. Pattern Growth (FPgrowth-Han, Pei & Yin SIGMOD’00) 
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min  support Association  Rules
 min confidence  
4 2 2 :(Case Base)
FP-Tree   2-itemsets
min  support
Min Confidence  100%
5 
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CBR
Association  Rules
   cased based
  
  
    
CRM
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